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Why is the reservoir here?
Increasing demands for water in the early 1970s meant that new sources had to be 
found. This, together with concerns about potential flooding in the local area and 
the need for water flows in the River Ouse to be regulated, led to the decision to 
build a new reservoir at Ardingly.

Before the reservoir was built, the surrounding area was mainly farm and woodland, 
with two small brooks flowing through the valley. 
The former course of the two brooks can be 
seen in the present characteristic ‘forked stick’ 
shape of the reservoir. The left hand fork of the 
reservoir roughly follows the old course of Shell 
Brook, whilst the right hand fork is the former 
course of Ardingly Brook. 

The reservoir was created by constructing a 
17 metre high earth dam across a southern section 
of the Shell Brook, which flooded the valley and 
turned it into the reservoir we see today. 
The reservoir became fully operational in 1979.

Welcome to Ardingly Reservoir
Local Nature Reserve and Kingfisher Trail

           Read more online at 
southeastwater.co.uk/reservoirs

Aerial view of Ardingly Reservoir 

Set in 198 acres of ancient, historic 
woodland, Ardingly Reservoir is one of 
only two surface water reservoirs owned 
and managed by South East Water that 
are open to the public. It lies in tranquil 
surroundings in the High Weald of 
West Sussex.

It is a haven for wildlife and has been 
designated a Local Nature Reserve. 
It is enjoyed by hundreds of visitors 
throughout the year who partake in the 
wide variety of recreational activities 
that the site offers. 

https://www.southeastwater.co.uk/about/reservoirs


What happens at Ardingly Reservoir? 
Ardingly Reservoir is a vitally important water storage 
reservoir. The water stored here is either treated on site 
at Shellbrook Water Treatment Works, or released into the 
River Ouse when river levels are running low and treated 
further downstream at the company’s Barcombe Water 
Treatment Works. 

Together, these treatment works produce millions of litres 
of high quality drinking water every day. This water is then 
pumped into the distribution network to supply thousands 
of South East Water’s customers.

Apart from its main function as an essential water 
resource, the beautiful tranquil setting of the reservoir 
makes it an ideal location for recreational activities 
such as sailing, windsurfing, walking, riding, bird watching, 
fishing and nature study. 

Go to ardinglyactivitycentre.co.uk to find out more about 
the activities available. The reservoir has been designed to 
ensure that it enhances the local biodiversity and 
surrounding Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

Local students taking part in 
the Duke of Edinburgh Award

The reservoir is an ideal 
location for nature studies

https://www.ardinglyactivitycentre.co.uk/


Use water wisely
Water is precious, especially here in the south east, which is classed as an area of 
serious water stress by the Environment Agency. Come rain or shine, we can all 
use less water. Here are some top tips to help you save water and save money: 

• Only use the washing machine or dishwasher when 
you have a full load

• Take our four minute challenge and have a shorter shower 
instead of a bath

• Wash your car with a bucket and sponge instead of a hose

• Fill the kettle with the right amount of water, rather than 
topping it up until it’s full

• Install a water butt and use the rain collected in your garden

• Water plants early in the morning or late in the evening 
to prevent evaporation

• Wrap up for winter – lag your pipes in winter to prevent bursts

• Fix dripping taps – they can waste a litre of water per hour

• Check your toilet for water continually running inside the bowl

• Don’t pour money down the drain – check for leaks 
in pipes around the house

           For more water saving tips visit 
southeastwater.co.uk/savewater

https://www.southeastwater.co.uk/help/save-water


Facts about the reservoir
The reservoir was completed in 1979. Today it 
supplies millions of litres of high quality drinking 
water a day to thousands of South East Water 
customers in the Mid Sussex area.

• Maximum depth
14 metres

• Area of reservoir 
78 hectares

• Maximum capacity
4,773 million litres

• Length of its shoreline 
9.5 kilometres

• Recorded birds
60 species

• Activities on site include: 
bird watching, fishing, sailing,
windsurfing, kayaking, rowing, 
triathlon and much more…

Windsurfing

Observe the wide variety of birds



How to find 
Ardingly Reservoir
Ardingly Reservoir can 
be found approximate 
1.5 miles to the south-west of 
Ardingly village. Take College Balcombe 
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Road out of the village and 
shortly after passing Ardingly 
College take the next right 
turn, signposted to The 
Farmhouse Pre-Prep and 
Nursery. Continue to the end 
of the road, passing in front of 
Shellbrook Water Treatment 
Works on the left.

Ardingly Reservoir, Ardingly, 
West Sussex, RH17 6SQ

Public car park
Grid reference: TQ 33487 28696

What3Words: /// tested.suppose.fishnet

How to contact us
Our Customer Service Centre is open:
Monday to Friday from 8am to 7pm
Saturday from 8am to 1pm 
We are closed on Sundays and Bank Holidays

southeastwater.co.uk/environment

southeastwater.co.uk/contact

Facebook and Twitter: @sewateruk

South East Water
Rocfort Road
Snodland
Kent ME6 5AH

https://what3words.com/tested.suppose.fishnet
https://www.southeastwater.co.uk/about/our-environment
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The Kingfisher Trail was originally created in 
1996 and is approximately four kilometres long. 
It takes around three hours to complete at a 
leisurely pace. Although there isn’t a circular walk 
around the reservoir, the neighbouring area can 
be further explored using the local network of 
footpaths and bridleways.

 Ardingly Reservoir Local Nature Reserve 

Kingfisher Trail
What to look out for
Follow the way markers and see if you can spot everything pictured. 
If you see anything special, please let us know!

Way marker 
In front of you is the valve tower and overflow bell mouth. The valve tower contains the 

mechanisms which take the water from the reservoir and either pipes it to our 
Shellbrook Water Treatment Works, or into the River Ouse. The mechanisms also 

help to aerate the reservoir water, making it easier to treat – aeration helps to 
reduce algal blooms and protects the health of the fish. 

The smaller tower, or bell mouth, allows water to overflow into the Shell 
Brook and prevents the reservoir from flooding. It acts in the same way as a 
sink overflow.

Releasing water into the River Ouse is 
important for the environment. When the 
river flow is low, re-directing water from 
the reservoir protects the aquatic wildlife. 
This is particularly important in early 
Autumn when sea trout rely on an 
adequate river flow to enable them to 
reach their natural breeding grounds. 
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Way marker 
This copse is called Fullingmill Wood. It’s thought the name relates to the textile industry 
work that used to take place throughout Sussex from the 12th century to the late 1800’s. 
‘Fulling’ is the process which follows weaving, when the cloth is cleaned, shrunk and 
thickened using water, heat and pressure. Evidence of fulling mills have been found at 
two locations in Ardingly and another in Balcombe. 

The trees vary in age and type – including oak, ash, hazel and silver birch. During the 1987 
storms, many of the trees were damaged. The resulting broken branches and dead wood 

were left to encourage mosses, lichens, fungi, and insects. 

Dead trees are very important habitats, providing food and 
shelter for many species of birds and small mammals, including 

owls, woodpeckers and bats. Wildlife boxes have been 
erected to encourage the animals to thrive. See if you 
can spot any.

In spring and autumn, the floor of the copse is awash 
with brightly coloured wildflowers, including primroses, 

wood anemones, bluebells and common spotted orchids. 
In autumn, a variety of fungi can also be found.

2

Way marker 
The woodland you are entering is called Great Burrow Wood. Before the 
reservoir was created, this woodland occupied the main part of the valley. 
To make way for the reservoir, a section of the wood was felled and removed. 
During very dry periods the stumps of the felled trees can still be seen. 

Over the summer months, it’s not unusual for the reservoir to only reach 
40 per cent of its capacity – although in recent years, this percentage has been 
dropping. To help us conserve our precious water resources please see the 
‘Use water wisely’ tips.
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Dogs are very welcome but please 
keep them on a lead at all times and 
remember to pick up after them.

Valve tower and 
overflow bell mouth

Way marker 
On your right is an outcrop of Ardingly sandstone. These outcrops are a 
distinctive local feature of the High Weald, supporting rare varieties of ferns, 
mosses, liverworts and lichens. The rock is formed of sand grains loosely held 
together which hardens on exposure to form a protective crust. These rocks 
were formed during the early Cretaceous period, when dinosaurs roamed 
the earth. 

It’s a good place to spot kingfishers. If you’re lucky, you might see them 
perched on branches near the water’s edge, looking for small fish. The best 
time to see kingfishers is first thing in the morning, when they are 
feeding and defending their territory. 

The bridleway continues for a short way before 
reaching the road, but this is the last stop 
on the Kingfisher Trail.

To return to the car park, simply 
retrace your footsteps back along the 
way you came. Alternatively, you can 
explore more of the area using the local 
network of footpaths and bridleways.

We hope you have enjoyed your walk and 
will come and visit Ardingly again soon.
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Kingfisher

Way marker 
The woodland you are entering is Furzefield Wood, which is 
owned and managed by Kew Gardens at Wakehurst Place. 

Dormice (Muscardinus arvellanarius) are known to inhabit 
pockets of woodland around the reservoir. Dormice are 
rare, nocturnal creatures which spend most of their time 
high up in the trees. The best indicator of their presence is 
opened hazelnut shells on the woodland floor. They open 
the nuts by making a neat round hole on one side, leaving 
characteristic toothmarks around the edge. They eat the 
nuts straight off the trees while they are still green.

The Kingfisher Trail continues along the causeway on your left 
to the bridleway, or you can retrace your steps back to the car park.

7

Dormouse

5Way marker 
On your right is an area of willow which was planted a few years ago as a test plot. 
Willow is widely used as a natural material for bank protection. The constant lapping 
of waves onto the banks leads to erosion and destabilisation, resulting in the loss of 

footpaths, soil and vegetation. The use of ‘soft engineering’ 
using plants, instead of hard materials like concrete, is much 

more beneficial to wildlife. 

Birds such as wagtails, warblers and wildfowl use this area 
for feeding and nesting. Moths, dragonflies, beetles and 
aphids are also attracted to this site. Following the success 
of this trial area, further planting of willow and reeds has 

taken place around the reservoir, resulting in a range of 
habitats which suit many different species of wildlife. 

Reed warbler

Way marker 
Meadow areas will eventually turn into woodland 

if left alone. At this site we cut the grassland every 
September, and remove the cut material to 
prevent dominant species overtaking the more 
delicate ones. 

Flower species around the nature reserve include: 
agrimony, common spotted orchid, ox eye daisy, 

birds foot trefoil, common knapweed, common 
fleabane and cuckoo flower. 

These allow the meadow areas to support a greater range 
of insects, small mammals and birds.
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Common 
spotted orchid

Way marker 
At this point you will see lots of mature trees, including 
oak and ash. The presence of these trees indicates 
that the woodland is classified as ‘ancient’ – meaning 
a continuous tree cover for at least 400 years. These 
mature trees provide valuable habitats for rare fungi, 
insects, lichen, birds and bats. 
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Oak tree

Green woodpecker

Ash tree

Way marker 
This is a great spot for bird watchers as it 

provides a fantastic view of the numerous 
species of birds that inhabit the opposite 

bank. The woodland on the other side is not 
open to the public, thus providing a safe 
haven for birds and other wildlife. 

In August and September you might also 
see Osprey (Pandion haliaetusatyrium) on 

their migration from Scotland to West Africa. 
They stop over at Ardingly Reservoir as it 

provides an ideal feeding and resting place 
before continuing their long flight back 

to their overwintering site in Africa.
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Osprey

Way marker 
This is another example of a meadow which is carefully 
managed to protect the delicate flowers that grow here, 
and in turn, encourage animals to shelter here. Excess 
water from the neighbouring farmland is encouraged 
to flow under the paths into the reservoir. This process 
has developed an excellent marginal marshland habitat, 
providing shelter for many species including dragonflies, 
birds and small mammals. 
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Dragonfly

Way marker 
The area in front of you has been planted with reed 
(Phragmites australis). Reed beds provide an ideal 
habitat for wildlife, as well as helping to protect the 
banks from erosion and deterioration. The banks 
suffer from wave action due to its prominent position 
in the middle of the two arms of the reservoir. 

The reed beds provide a home for a number of 
animals, including harvest mice, reed warblers and 

numerous insects. 

This position offers a good view of the recreational facilities 
offered by the Ardingly Activity Centre located near the dam wall. 

The Centre uses the reservoir for dinghy sailing, windsurfing, canoeing and rowing as well as 
providing a top class coarse fishery. Details about all these activities and more are available 
online at ardinglyactivitycentre.co.uk or contact the Activity Centre on 01444 892549.

Reed bed

9Way marker 
The woodland on your right is Scrubs Shaw – 
a copse from the once larger stand of Austrian Pine 
which skirted Shell Brook before the reservoir 
was built. Sadly, following the 1987 storm, few 
Austrian Pine remain. Natural regeneration has 
resulted in the ash, sycamore and birch trees 
you see today. Over the past few years, thanks 
to a woodland grant, work has been undertaken 
to remove the non-native sycamore trees, and to 
plant native saplings to improve the biodiversity of 
the woodland. These include oak, ash, hazel, 
field maple, alder and hawthorn.

Hand drawn map illustration by artist, Rob Turner 
robturners.blogspot.com
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Grid references and 
What3Words
Activity Centre
TQ 33336 28784
/// wonderful.basket.risen

Public car park
TQ 33487 28696
/// tested.suppose.fishnet

Causeway footpath
TQ 33302 29779
/// darling.topples.tidal

Bridleway causeway
TQ 33084 29917
/// ready.engraving.urban

Bridleway far end entrance 
TQ 3187 30453
/// backpacks.hilltop.fortifield
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https://robturners.blogspot.com/
https://www.ardinglyactivitycentre.co.uk/
https://what3words.com/wonderful.basket.risen
https://what3words.com/tested.suppose.fishnet
https://what3words.com/darling.topples.tidal
https://what3words.com/ready.engraving.urban
https://what3words.com/backpacks.hilltop.fortified



